WHAT: San Antonio Avenue Bridge Closure
WHEN: As early as 10:00 p.m. on July 22, 2022
TIME: Work will occur during daytime (7:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.) and nighttime (9:00 p.m. to 5:00 a.m.) hours. Weekend work may occur, dates and times will be provided in the weekly construction alert and on the project Google Map (goSBCTA.com/i10corridor).
WHAT’S HAPPENING: San Antonio Avenue over I-10 will close to prepare the bridge for demolition. For approximately 9 months, there will be no motorist, pedestrian, or bicyclist access. While the bridge is closed, crews will build a temporary utility bridge and remove small portions of concrete from the surface of the bridge.
WHAT TO EXPECT: Construction is loud and dusty at times. Equipment including illuminated light towers, excavators, drills, jack hammers, and cranes. Vibration may occur at times. You may hear hammering, banging, and engine noises as well as see sparks from saw cutting.
DETOURS DURING CLOSURE AND RECONSTRUCTION OF SAN ANTONIO AVENUE BRIDGE: Euclid Avenue and Mountain Avenue are available for motorists, pedestrians, and bicyclist to cross I-10. Both alternate routes have ongoing construction activities, as such we urge you to plan ahead, allow extra time to reach your destination, follow posted signage, and use alternate routes as possible.

San Antonio Avenue bridge demolition is tentatively scheduled for late-August. During demolition eastbound and westbound I-10 will be closed between Euclid Avenue and Mountain Avenue. Demolition will be loud and dusty. Vibration may occur at times. Large equipment including excavators, illuminated light towers, haul trucks, and water trucks will be used. More information about demolition and I-10 closures will be provided in the weekly construction alert and on the project Google Map (goSBCTA.com/i10corridor).